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A- sloecific applies ion of the process Of automating

procesS of automating- exni `was accomplished by using

the S-tatiu`tica l Test Item Collection System;' STICS (,J. Warren et al., 197S).

This system was first used to' select a set° of questions based on course-re-

quirements established in.advance; erward, STICS was utilized to rate

:multiple exams from this collection of questions-

Since- our purpdse is'to.'show` how STICS can be-used to prepare -exams for

Any introductory statistics course., we chose to illustrate` the exam proOddtion

process by making up

in the developmen

a new course rather than use one-of the courses involved

STICS, The--book How to Lie with. Statistics (D. Huff,.

Norton & N.Y. 1954) was-chosen as a. starting:Tointfor our new course.

The application of STILS _iin the context of an 'imaginary course tha* pur-,

ports to promote. student adoption of tile et tixal, questioning' outlook expx%_sed'

7

in How to Lie with Statistics.

THE PROCEQURE

The procedure f automating exams involves five step establishing

course objectives for the material :to be covered; '(2) the selection of a ques-

Lion frame, or collection, to reflect the established objectives; (3) editing'

and extensive review of the questions considered for use;. 44) further -refine-
-



rents question frame-and possible add ians to

exams. These five steps will be overed in detail.

Step_ 1 was- to establish Our objectives for this new course. Guidelines

in Preparing Instructional Objee ives (R.F. Mager, Fearon, BLmont, Calif.,

1962) were followed_tadetermine.our course objectives except that we did not

attempt to follow Mager s approach for the establisbq t of:-pdcif minimum

requiPikements. We found,, a therough,;v-examination of the- material in Ho' to

e with Statistics necessary in order to identify explicitly behavior,

. or abilities, ould. be required of students when,they,fiaish a course on this

Material. For example, Huff devoted an entire chapter to the three common

"averages": mean .median, and mode. These -rhre6 measures were clearly

tinguished with examples of'which ypes of situatiOns would best have the

"average" defined as a mean, median, or mode. Applications as.well as compu-
.

4.
tatIonal examples, were provided. We agreed o- the following throe specific

behavioral_ objectives to cover his topic:
)

Given a value said, to be, an average-, a,tUdent should recognize

need lo know whether the average ip a mean, medipn, or mode.
a

A student should be able to identify which average is most ap-
,

plicable, or informative,
,
for a given sitoati-

Given a data set, the student should be-ableto deter ine,the

mean, median, and mod

A total of 15 objectives- e decided qpon to initially define what is ex-
,

pected of students completing this course (see Appendix While we recognized

that this set of objectives should be regarded.a- trial set we also ho I
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that it would not be necessary to return to this activity.
4

..This process of establishing course objectives for How tb Lie :ithStat-

istics prevedtime hsuming. Identifyitg and stating succintlywhat.we ex-

peced of-student behavior after completing the material .took approximately

04e days. (This time investmen_ was made up of one to three- hour sessions
I-

atithe enda of se eraldays rather than'three.,consecutive days.

§Lspi.1 involved the selection-o a question frame (collection) based on .

the objectives. established in Sterl. Th's required (a) choosing keyte

likely tolbe associated with .questions!!'related to our choice of objectiv

and (b) running the STIES program uLECT to extract these questions from a

large collection of questions and -answers, the National File.

Each item_in the National. File' hat) associated with it a series of key-

N

terms and questiOn characte ics (Technical Report). Generally, keyterms

indicate statistical topic coverage while question chatacteristics,describe

such things as estimated. difficulty uestion,type (essay, multiple, choice,

)(eL. Our plan was to initially Select on the basis of keyterms only in

hopes of forming a large poollpf.questions that could -later be refined using

question characteristics.

We began by Searching the list of keyterms far the National File (see

AppendiN* 2) to find terms. likely to be associated witi our own set of objec

Ives. For example:

Example 1

Objective 6. Given a data set, a student should be able to determine

the mean, median, and mode.

Keyterms chosen: MEAN MEDIAN ODE

'if



_
Objective A-student-sh8uld be able t identify aphs.or charts

which hav'e been incorrectly-, labeled r have' trunca

axes

Keyterms-chosen: IC/GRApli CO IGNPITFALLS HISTOCKAM

sample 3

active .3. Astt

key ter

ent should be able to define

advantages of random sampling and, sera

chosen: SIMPLERANOOM,STRATIFIED,

We spent, around two hours choosing ,keyterms;1

Next, we used the conyrsatlonal

collection of questions linked to

more

Program SELECT several_ti es obt in to

our choices of keyterffis. SELECY s used

ce-Partly becaUSe-of a.systeA craSh. and partly because.we committed

a classical blunder. (SELECT begins by asking if the user is an e perk We

modes.tly said yes. And

occurred since our last-use

message number of Changes

,,---

the pro theAe, difficulties,

ch stretched over a two day peri we did
_

ake a 45 ffaut-e .to extract'

ected:that many ofan initial question pool of 194 questions, FRAME(1

these .items would.have to be discar but hoped ould provide mist

of the items needed Tor prepari g exams for oir ne- -onrse. A sample run of

, SELECT appeai-I-in Appendix 3.

Stet involved the exam nation and subsequent editing of FRAME The
4 444

full set of questions were printed so we could review each item. We decided_

that 53 questions (27%) were acceptable including those that needed minor mo
. ,



fication. Since wanted a larger itei. poor, we reef:A-Widened vt7t..,i;nit run

of SELECT . and Mad

retrieve items

terms

some changes. The usual search_basis used by SELECT is to

on the` basis what are called `primary keyterms. These_are,

that_thelquestion calssifier retards as c osest- td the central tobie(s)

que stion. In additions secondary keyterms also aiskaSsigned to Items
-

1 _
,

example,-p,ceyrerm such_ -COMMOHPITFALLS 'isn't ikely to be,attached

a question as a primary,,ke3te rm', :but it oft will 'appear as a -secondary

gg

term: We modified bni use of SELEQT so that it would esarEh for both primary'

and s'econdar keyteris and-made use of addftional keyterms 6latiYe had neglEcted
. 0

previously. Our new run of SELECT yielded-43 new items, We fOund only eight
fi

't of these (19%) acceptable. The total.acceptabre now was 61.

At this paint we decided to reconsider our initial set of Objectives, We

had allowed HoW to Lie with Statistics to domillpte our choiceconcluded that

f objectives t6. th- e point. that we had neglected 'to include any objective- that

caulE not be supported by that boOk alone.

reflected How to Pie with Statistics, but
/

had objectives that faithrully.

not our owm judgements of what

dents should gain-from our course. 'We then revised our set of objectives

t .

41.argely. by introducing objectives that includ computational activitieS and

the notiontor_conftdeftee intervals,(objectives .13 through 17 in Appendix 4).
0

When Row to Lie with Statistics was'publTshed (1954)' it was probably very
, 1

I

realistic do no more than mention that a standard error is a useful piece

of information: But, now it seems °unwise'. not

.themselves can obtain al

have students learn that they

(Using a: pocket calbi
or

useful piece of infor

lator or co,mputer) and to include doing .sd among thee -objectives of. this

of course. Similar ar uements led to 'the addi4on of neW objectives such as

those dealing with confidence limits fora mean,etc.



of q

`Agamn

estiond.

0 .

e returged to B -ECT and in we extracted and efined a new pool

This reconsideration,of bjectives and re-eXttaction'oE items.

.took three days to_provide_us with a col ection of 78 items.

Rtep,4 involved extensive 'editing of stion'frameto prepare-f

exam generation. I,ndoing)this we setaup our question collection so that exams

could'he prepared by-using random saMplin

`consisting of of ques o d requiring les'

within two question grow

bait five

one

mi dtes, the other consisting

of questions rated five minutes, or' ore. Within each. of these groups we chose-
.

questions dealing with "an'objective dependent .on theto hare the frequency
4

relative ieportance of the objeetiye. Question frequencies were in a 3:2:1

t"eo with the:highest frequency ,applying to the most importantobjectivaos.

Table 1 summarized the distribution of 4uestions thai we decidedupw:

In arriving dt this distribution Of,questions we found it necvssary to

discard ii questions and to wx-iteq17 new questions. If 4.ie had not made this

adjustment we would nothave been in a position to employ the simple random

saMpling: technique that liter was used in forming exams. We would have had

a great excess of questions involving compUtational skills and few, if Any:,

-questions concerned. with several other objectives. This-process of adjdst-

ment required approximately four days of effort,

sumed in iritinnew items add addingthem- to

Most of this time teas con-.

question frame. 'Although

we had hoped for even more, oneof our e ards for having used the National

File was that 47 items did not have to he *rittert.

rep._ was actualb, generating. a series .of exams' us ng*the converdational,

program BEGET. We spend around an sour using a 'terminal to obtain the three

exams- listed Appendix 5 (ans guidelines were also obtained). Since



LE Distr raMe sampled' for pre par

OBJECTIVE
RELATIVE

IMPORTANU * IN FRAME
=

'Identify =how !Ample info a obtained

Identify bias in a sample

Define end explain random and stratified
samples

/

Distinguish, among the three common averages

`identify whichaverage is most Applicable

Calculate a mean,, median, and mode

identify midleading or poorly constructed
graphs

The effect sample size on results

9. Define and explain level -of-significance,

10, Define and explain the standard error of
a mean

Recognize use of standard and/or prObable
error

12.* Recognize that small differences may be
meaningless

1%13. Use of a random numbers table

14. Recognize e interrelationship of signifies:
canoe level, variability, tolerable error,
and sample size

15. Calculate a range and Standard deviation

,16. Test for a significant difference between
means

.Create a- confidence interval for he mean

RELATIVE QUESTIONS

L.

H

L

TOTAL QUESTIONS

2

2

64

4 High importance, M: medium importance, L Low importance

Half of these questi ns belong to each'of ehe-two-groups based on estimated time
.-time requited



used .a special ribbon and s in' printing these exams we also had an over
.

night delay before they were availablb.' nudity-we can print exams within

3 minutes of running BEGET.

BEGETY.makeS provision for generating exams by sampling groups that can.

H
questibn characteristics . Keyterms Used

the National File or ew terms added during.,

be defined using either keyterms

can be either these that - appear

I

thisthe editing procesa....'in this- case, our question tame had been set

we didn't need to.4use keyterms at all-when exams we

so that

generated. We only

needed to specify time -reqUited.in answering questions to fort these eXa--

For each exam we asked for 'one random sample. four questions from the gro

of questions requiring less 'tha1n fit inutes and second random sample

eight questions from the group requiting five minutes or more.

We would like to report that were delighted with the three exams in

Appendix but feel obliged to poidt Out that there` were some difficult

Answers were not provided for two questions ,ExaM- (This is being 0

rected as questions and answers in the National File undergo external review.

Vote importantly Question 10 in Exam 3 was totally unacceptable. Somehow, a

question asking ifor flaws n a. graph that hadn't been-printed penetrated our

reening and editing activities and managed to come out of hiding in our first

trial of the exam generator. App_ ntly, BEGET provides no protection against

. improper items. We humans a still needed.
I

DISCUSSION

In retrospect, these efforts to automate exams for our Flow to Lie with

.StatIstics probably were ore typichl than really wanted,. We invested

around' ten days in setting up so that new exams can he generated with rela,-



tively little ad ional investment of effort.. Mile part of this start-up,

-cost'cad be assigned to sh tcamings in the fileS and programs now making.up-

STICS, mist triis time was required for activities that depend
.0

on people

including ,heading the instructions provided i -docuMented" programs' '

such as SELECT.

! Setting objectives

N

takes time. So doeS, resettingobjectiV6s. Looking

at itemsselected to reflect objeCtives,takese Disca ding unacceptable-.

items-takes-time.. Arid. writing new items takes-more time While programs, may

later be develbped.to aid. in these activities, theSe are now and. probably al+,

zee

s will be predominantly people dominated

Then where .do schemes like STICS fit in? Even,though th& components c

.-TICS used in this exercise are stili-evolving,'-they,Probably are' adequate

for picturing where the Payoffs -ere: By add large, they seem to _he .a much

attitudinal as they are time-saving. They.are attitudinal in!the sense that

they make it seem credible that two or more people xan concentrate their

efforts during a period. of:a month or so and reach aneagreement on course-

objectives that are expressed in the exams that students. Taler willtake.

All of this flan be done without a scheme like STICS -, but it rarely l -done.

STICS makes it possible to convert Monday's agreements onj objectives -to Fri-

.

daY' discontent at the kinds of questions ahose- objectives,A.ead to.

.. .

It makes it pdssible to..push this process fast enough sotbat arriving

an acceptable question frame doesn't require six exercises in recalling what's

been done and where 'things 'stand now.

a coui e can be se up so that student exams consistently will he in a- eement

ales it realistic.to believe that

with course Objectiv s over a period time



If .a cOursd can be 'brought past the up peiiod so that,exams

.being produced, the time savings- become'reasonably clear. Ie 15 to 20 mit -

sites a BEGET user now ,.can set .up five exams' like those in Appendix 5 These

are exams yeady fo
. 'N
-reproduction arid- accompanied by answer gutdelines.

savings in time, Are 4asy to see.

,The,pr blem is.arriving at*a state that

Hete STICS offers help that will;vary Widely

The

ill support exam generation.

from .case to case "If STICS

supplies- 3 of the questions- and answers needed for a course', the time.

savings will .be appreciable. But: our experience to date suggOsts that 3/4.

-,may be high for the current version of the -National- File.and that- sone.:

people it never will be high. omeqmes .the reaction of people, extracting

-questions-is "1 didn't li:ke Most. of the questions, butj can look at them

ICS gaves-time, but much' lessand write new ones that-1 d' like."

time than when hand crafting is regarded as necessary.

Wh_ le the p ocedUre We,folIowed.may seeM

'two important features should be.notedl

lengthy and time consuming,

'start-up efforts may be substantial, but these e

be repaid
t

over sever I:years to cone in

expectations and corrospondrig exams;,
4P

there should be improved consistency c

The purpop of this paper.is to make explicit

onts should

terms of clear course

course requirements.

--mean of using the STICS

sysEem to clarify objectives 'for a course and create iaminations based upon

tilizing,the-'systemthose objectived. We attempted to show one means

for imaginary course using Huff' book Row to leie- with §t,atistics., While

our example kept' to a. well -defined small! subset of material, the, proce4ure



we followed would-be the same or any course objectives under. -consideration_

Decisidhs on objectj.v:es weightings, etc. may indeed differ, but we hope

have indicated a procedure which can - 'benefit most people irnholed with intro-
.

ductory stAtstics inglruction.

4
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Appendix 1

Chapter 1

1 Student should be able to look for and identify how sample information
was obtained for a given study.

Student should be able to identify bias in a sample as non-response,
unrepresentative sample, interviewer contamination, and tendency to

give socially acceptable responses.

The student should be able to define the terms random sample and
stratified sample and explain the advantages of each.

Chapter 2

Given an average, student should be able to distinguish which among
he three common averages (.mean, median, m o de) has been used or demonstra

some skepticism on the use 'Of the average.

2. Student should be able to identify which common measure of, an average is
most applicable, or informative, for a given situation

3. Given d data set, the student should be able to determine the mean,
median, and mode.

Chapter 3

1. Student should be able to identify aphsicharts which have been
incorrectly labeled (or not labeled) or where axes have been truncated.

Given a statistical report, a student should be able to state the effect
that a small sample size may have on the results

Student should be able to explain why stating the level of significance
is an important part of a report.

Chapter 4.

1. Given a probable error or standard error, the student should explain or...,
demonstrate how-they are useful in interpreting a statistical report.

Given comparison between figures.with a small difference, the student
should utilize the concept of standard.error and recognize that small
differences may be meaningless.

1. Student should be able to distinguish between the.concep_s of association
and causality.

The student should be able to identify when a one-dimensional relation-
ship has been misrepresented by an improper two - dimensional graph.,

Student should be able to-identify or give variables that are positively
correlated or negatively correlated.



Appenc ix 1

4. Student ghould be able to demonsti-at,e that they can critically analyze
a statistical report using the fel:lowing five questions as guidelineS,

1. whd says so?
how does lie know,

3. what is missing?
did spmebody change the s ubject%
does it make sense?
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TYPICALSUMMARy * 201
COMMONPITFAILS... # 202
SPECIALCASE/PROD # 203

.COMPUTERPROGRAMS * 218
UNH/ONLY # 219
1650 /TEMPORARY

16501
1650A
1650C
1650E
1650E
1650G

6501-1
1650J
1650K
I650M
.1650N

.#.225
# 179
ft 180
# 181
* 182
# 183
# 184
# 185
# 186
# 187
# 188
# 189



KUNT SELLUI

Are you ou a SELICT expert?. NO
4

This is -the Question FraM F;lractiiirr§ Program. lt alLows:yeL
to specify Peyterms or characteristic's that vu VOQukrO or
Questions i-.,o be used on esms. .- 11,--/u ilc.11!) WS, 1pecirying z
'single keyterm -and 1-,i-,, com,-utex- rep_lies ,-1,i iiiicatiri,g. hew\-

ThanY Questions t;Is've that\ ,,y1erm. Ypu t:wn may IiisOar.i 7,:).-..

''ikq

Of these QUeStio.'i5i L,i ,161 ir6 another kout-,ecm or charact-or:L=iica
that you Te6iiire. (i.e.- yai nesaY-that You only want .-.1,,,..,-Jeils

-. having both the first .and .iiicend reQuirement) The timpilt.

then reports -how many Questions siitisly (lour reauirements..
You mav continu6- adding reeilirements oT You ma" accept a
group of QueStiOnS-.. When you aceePtTsa,---g.-roup-4C-Questions. ,,t66.-

`define a Segm6nt. You may deftime,several sc,tments in a sinsIo.
Tun of this pr,Ogram!. a (1-;-..more segiiints comprise a .

Ilf:

pUestipn and answer frarrz.. ' This,program .1S -the fir4t step in,
i

storing a rrTeme 10 isifo- -A-r-a fi-le that can ble later samp_ed
to make UP 0;-f8M5,

During the run of 9ECLCfl you wilj receive i,we Ttinds 6f Prompt
C6mmand:' Which calls:for a word response, re-.,3Ce

w,s-rsd HELH wi:t result- in a list-, of the Words that c,an he-
used as c respons;7 _and an exFLanaLiefi-of what, they cie

Cede N Wri:,.Ch 'calls for a numeric r-e.sponsay-e,A, -1 'will
result in a 13st of the values -tria:t can ne-uSeh and an

A _V
explanation of what theyAo

.. NEWSE0 is used ta..Provide an ini --ial Lcyterm reeOirement for
iliegment membesshiP,.. KEY1,ERM allows jpecitication ei---- adhi-
tional .ke(AermreQui-6ments, and umil.:Acai.i,u;riT, allows_

-'sPecificateo of. additional T:eQuirement .,,-N:, .,,,_
4,,,,,, such as Quietion lyper. Gesni-L -- LtPii.:Al, eLC. As a

general rule,. all keyte:ili sfsecILfic4iiml iould,he 7.,=.:_ne

T

, '.

before -charactef-istiss specirications is h6gun
;

eVn

When theQuestleus were is-siined k-e,4termi,- the -person -assignin t

asked what keyterms weulN I use if 1:0.,ere only allowed a few terns_
for this aUestion? The terms chozon,ii,tre PrimarY:keyterms
All searches are hZsad on Frimayy,-keyterm--,-iniessi_the command A

-YSRCH is used.to change basis.:
* /

, N,"

When this pre-gram select%-foz QijeTstions l)aving. certain
characteristics, it wiqi'do so On the basis or Quektions
havinS "eoual to -whai, has been spetified.
-0.4M. Find Questions for which lime. Neoutrod is eoual,tcYy
saw, 10 minutes, When this j.5 oot hasls that YOU whnt
for deaiing with charactrr7=1,-,cs, YOU naA change to a diflarent
basis for a search OY entering 2 when Code No.: *is
reQuested for a piirtiuiar,14.10cd et% characteristi,c. Then You
can se'arch for eiestions on a ;11Ce!=; such. as not 6Qual
less than (LT), etc.- Once the sarch has been comi-let-,ed
the search' basis reve-ts to eQualii,y unless -2 is-again used
0,A, A

Command: CHARACT
Code No.: 5
Time Code. No.:
RelatiOnal.Cemmand:
Time Code Ne.i. 10

(srecifies Time ReQuired)
---)

it

.clange in relation) ,

. .

LE (1-ILLP produces a list of-commands).
(!-'ficarch is for Questions with 07ime-
Reduired j011is than or eQuat IoVi0 Minutes)

e

e



A"re'you u.sins,the Nation 1 file? YES

There 64'711 1111.) a ort.pause cliNo as the 'Parent File opened
Corgmand: NEWS [f

,'Kawtlem. le No#: 1 1

e a rid now, Jesti ns in
. Command:. DROP LAS1

.****,J471t tomm'and is riot iid-a' th.-

n

Carkmand NEW SNS NSEG

Keyterm No.,4 152

There now 11.- Uuestions in 4ment * 1'
Comm n SAVE '

11 oue. r t Loriiis are savdd in Sesment
Cdmmand: NEWS.E.C-.

Keyterm-Code No.. 169

There no 1-Oues iohs in
CoMmand: SAVE

i owe; i are CiiJvCj t :I.rl Se Amen 4
Command: -I WSEG

Ke rm Code Nos:

'Ther now 1 ,Ories i hs tn e tirieni-t 3 -
Command: SAVE

Command:' NEW E

K m C od E No. -171.5

There now 63 Questions in r-mt 41:15

Command: SAVE

63 ouestions
tommand:- FINISH

..nter file'name
(Form: XXXX where X :1.

;ave. in aelh nt

rins.Your-re
Aetter): HUFF.

Do."Y u wantp rc ur Framet raer randomi I NO

ne').d, step in,the r

16c 1 file is to tyPe the mmand
DO CREATE
ter 901.1 'is PrwArdal acid your local file will be

want a Printout of Your filey

r -OUP

created. . If You simply
you shnuld 'tai
.DO PR-1NT
-STOP

END OF EXEGIOTZON
CPU TIME: -k.11 ELAPSED T1 F: 16:50.02,
EXIT



R vf-ed Set 01 Objectives

It should be able to look for and dentifyhow sample= information
was obtained given study.

StUdent shoo
th folloWin
contamination

be able to identify bias ina sample 'as caused by one of
non-response, an unrepresentative sample, interv__

or tendency to give secially acceptable responses.

The student° should he able to define the terms random sample and
stratified sample and explain the advantages of each.

n an averae, a student should be able to_distinguisli which among
the `three corgmon averages (me-nn, edian, mode) has been used orb
dethonstrate some skepticism .on t use of the average. '

Student should be able to identity which common teasure of an average
is most applicable,or\informative for a-given situation.

4

6. Glven-a data set, the student shoUld be able to determiha he me n,
median, and mode.

Student should the able fo identify pipleaaing poorly constructed

graphs/charts.

Given W statistical repo a studentstudent #should be able to state the,effect
'.that i small sample size may:haVe on the resultS.

Stu( t should .be ii.e to defilx; the term level of significance and
explanmhy it is an important part of a'report.

10. Student should-be able to define o axplain'the term standard error
of a mean.

11. Given a probable error or standard error, the student should explain
in interpreting a.statistica], report.or demonstrate how they are useful

12. Given a compar
should utilize the eonee0t-of standard error to-recognize that small,-
differences may be Meaningless.

son between results with a small difference, the student

13. The student should be able-to-explain the use of,a random numbers
to generate a random sample._

14= When using a simple random sampilng procedure for estimating the mean
or proportion of a population, a student should be al4le to
the inter-relationship between the following four quantities: level
of signiKcance, tolerable error, estimate of the variability of the
population, and sample size,

15. The stud tic should he able to do
standard deviation of a data set

ire nr interpret he 1hgc and
distribution.



the means c -f tea

conditie that

ld be able to tes

n a sample data
and error of the

= mean.

--idepende-nt samples, the sample variances and
Topulation variances are equal, the student
cif -the twe means are significantly different.

the student shoulf be able to caticula : the

mean and use this t1create a confidence interval



Question # 1 5.0 Points
The range is a measure of

1. relative frequency
variability
central tendency
skewness

b. none of the

Appendix 5

iow to Lie wit
1978Spring,

Exam
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Question A$ 2 5.0. Points
TRuE. OR PAESE? IF PALSE CORRECT IT
IN A RANDOM SAMPLE WITH REPLACEUNT FROM K PD ULATION, EAC
INDIVIDUAL HAS THE SAME 'CHANCE OF-13-EING iNcL ED IN THE SAMPLE.

Question 0 3- 5.0
The Standard' error of tie mean i another naive for the standard
deviation of:

a. a sample.
b. 'a population

,the sampling distribution o -Tanyat_
d. the sampling distribution of the mean ,

e none of the bovo'

Question ' 5.0 Points'
TiUF -t R FALSE. FALSE. EXPLAIN- '

It th,_ results of an investigation.. how-that one.sleep, ng et
works better than another at the 5% 10y6I. of significance; the

-TO.% signif canconclusion would be the same. if tested-at

Questio # _ 1O. 0 Points"
YOU are the patent of two children that hav , been given an IQ
test that purports to be a sampling, oft ,the! intellect One child
receives a ,scOre of -99 and the othee7-fepeiVes 101. . you know,
of course, that the, IQ is based on 100 as average :Dt 'normal'
Does this imply- that. one is "aboVe average" and the other is "below
a ver ge"? Explain.

.r



Quest ion U t 10.0 Point.,
A ,ropot issued by d- consul tin, irm. retained t the operators
Iarye chemicali,plant is concer, with number fish. v

pitifore and_after the plant was built. It state
_

"Average -.number of figh before construction 100
:Average number - of fish one year eftef operat-ion began/' 25

This differ ace le not siyificant at the
good. reason to regard plant operation as h

this conclusion? Explain.

Question 4 7 10.0 Nal t s
The results of a bar pr4 g experiment for a group o f

rats yielded a mean a.(fual "25 presses /hour with a standard error of
the mean equal to 5. If the p5pulation ;mean 'for bar pressing equals 10
pre.sses/hOur what is the probability of someone ,being able to
repeat the experiment -with" results of a sample mean greate
than 25?-

level,
ful."

no

Question 4 8 10.4.0 Points
A newspaper editor wants to survey the idudes of the

public toward Littering. Discuss the i.elatiye Merits of
using perSpba 1 interviews or mailed luestionna a's as
methods of data collection.

. -.

)16

u stion 9 10.0 Points
In f he 1936 Erresidentia 1 hlectiOn Franklin D. Roosevelt def a d A _red
E. Landon in a landslide vote. A Landon victory had been predict by
the Literary Digest;'''a -magazine which ran the oldest, largest, an ,:most
widely publicized of the 'polls at tohe

. time.= The pigest4 s final p edic-
-tion was based on ten million sample ballots mailed to prospect iv vo-

rs an-d 2. 3 million were returned. The sample of voters' was d r tom
of -aptomobile and telephone owners. Despite the massive sit

of this Ilample, it failed to predict a Roosevelt victo'y, being of f the
mark. by 1q percentage points. Explain, why the Digest was sp wrong.

Question 10 10.0 Points.
A '.isii.MPLE IS CHOSEN BY NUMBERING_ ALL THE RID BOOKS IN THE LIBRARY

AND THEN- CHOOSING' TIIE,ONES THAT CORRESPOND TO RANDOM DIGITS IN
IV TABLE.
IS"THE SAMPLE INDEPENUiT?:

IT A SIMPLE--:-RANDOM. SAMPLE7
WHAT PpuLir LON?

(EXPLAIN YOUR ANSWERS REASONABLY)



ion # 11 10.,0 Points
FOr the f 1 13 wing data

d, 6, 9, 10,'6, b,.11
Calculate:

4) mean
b) rued ion
c.y, mode
d) fang

var

Qua i-on Points
r2 HE OBSERVATIONS: S. tt .
S LIZ E 6 FROM '11 MU', 24) , THEN/
FOR MU HAS CONFIDENCE LIMITS

,

- 3.92 13) 1: 5, +!3 4.92
11..5, 4- 5.-142-

12, 15 ARE A )-SAMBLE
ON ri N - :I NT ERV:.-A.L

E) NONE OF THESE



How to Lie
Spring, 1978
.Exam - 1

h Sta

Question It . 5.0 Points-
vatiability

goknts.

Question
(d.)

0 Points

estion # 4 5.0 Points
True,-95% confidence

90% confidence.
automaticap Y P ies more than

Question # 19.0 Points
This. equstion cannot be answered accurately without knowing the
standard deviation for IQ scores. Then these differences from
the mean or average can be evaluated'relative to the standard
deviation as to. whether there is a significant difference between
them,

Question. #- 6 10.0 Poin
There- are many reasons for .disagreeing.

The Type: 1 error rate level is very low.(.5% = 005) which
makes it more difficult to detect a-difference.
We- do not know'how. the sampling was carried cut.- was, it random?

3. We do not know what size samplesior even if they werethe. same
size) were used.

Question 7.- 10.0 Points
= 9

xbar = 25, MU =
SIGMA(xbar) = 5

= ( 25 - -10
= 3

Area beyond (Z = 3) = .001

b.

Question'-4 8 -10.0 Points
. Answer - One of- the main problems with surveys, as

in this particular-case, is the response rate, The mail
questionnaire is generally the least successful in terms
of response rate. Personal interviews are generally-
much more effective, but.do present problems with

-meone obtaining an xbe'r- 25 ) = .0013



respect to potential interviewer' bias. Such problems
as leading questions, questions which often
produce socially acceptable responses, and even subjects
attempts-to yield expected or favored, responses often
plague the design of an interview basedstrv'ey.

The mail questionnaire can often be structured to
avoid many of these difficulties, -or sources-of bia
However, if attempts a -re -not made to increase the response
tate,the sample may have a built-in bias. Various
techniques used to increase-response for mail surveys.
generally revolve around some effort to make the mailing
appear -personal. For example, using envelopes
accurately addressed rather than simply " RESIDENT",
providing stamped return envelopes, enclosing an induce-
ment, such as a pen or pencil, etc.

Question * 9 10.0 Points
The problem developed because the Dige'st relied on voluntary response
and such samples are practically always biased. The respondents rep-
resented `only that subset of the population with a relatively intense
interest in the subject at hand and in no sense represents a random
sample or representative sample.

Question I 10 : 10.0 Points
NONE PROVIDED

Question It 1 1 10. 0 'Poid s
a) mean =
b) median = 8
-c) mode = 6
d) range = 5
e) variance = 26 (7-- 4.33

Question 1 12 10.0-Points
(NOTE: TABLE IS REQUIRED)
A

This is a Cross-reference between the question numbers on
And the questionnumbers..in the Fjle

is exam

1- 37 2- 2 3- 29- 52 5- 28
'27 7- 53 8- 58 9- 6. 10-

11- 40 12-- 48



Que on * 1 5.0 Points
If population man of miles'per week jogged by people

over 65 equals 10 and the standard etror-of the' mean for a group of
9 is 2 miles per weeki-what is the probability of getting a random
sample of size 9 with a' mean greater than or equal to 25?

a) about 50%
b.).- almost certain
C.) almost never
d.) impossible, since you would never. catch

How to Lie. with Statistics
spring, 1978
Exam - 2

Question # 2 5.0 Points'
A simple random sample is one where

FOu decide on a sample size And sample
the strata.

b) you choose each` item with no regard to previous choices.
c) each item in the population has an equal chance of being chos-en.,.
d).= all of the above are true.
e) none of the above are true.

proportionately from

Question * 3 5.0 Points
COMPUTE THE MEAN, 11DIAN, AND -0V OF -THE FOLLOWING
',8,4,6 5,5

Quest ion -# 4 5.0 Points
The median of the 7- numbets -9, 10

equal to the mode
- 2) equal to, the mean

3)- 0

-4)
u

5) none of the 'above.

-uestion. ft 5

For guestionS A to p, use the following data set: '
71, 2, 6, 3, 4,

a. 'What-is. the mean for this data
b. -What_ is th& median' for tais.data set
c. What is the mode for this.data- set?..
d. What is the range-for this data -Set?.

0.0 Points,

CORES:

uestion # 6 10.0 Points
Find the made for the following data set:

Fordo ChZvy, Dodge, Ford, Latsun, Datsun, Ford, Chevy, Dodge.

,2 , 6,6,



stion # 7 10 0 Points
A floor manager of a large department store- is studying habits of
their customers. Suppose he has good reason to believe that an
estiMate of $600 for the population mean given to him is wrong.

makes preparation to draw a sampre but lacks the funds to draw
N = TOO as he had planned. How large a. sample need he draw in
order to estimate the population mean witthin $100 of the true
value with a probability of 0.95? (Assiime SIGMA = $500)

est ion # 8 0.0 Points
The following are the reaction
particular stimulus: 7,8,6,10,9

in seconds of five p e to a

DeterMine a -'0.90 on f iden ce interval for _he -Mean reaction
for all people- to this-stmul us.

Question k Points:
TRUE OR FALSE?- IF' FALSE. WHX?-
AS -AFIEST:srWituSAM'LINGVOTOR PREFERENCE. FOR PRESIDENT
THROUGHOUT:-THE 0..S.4 :A SIMPLE. RANDOM SAMPLING PROCEDURE:SHOO D GIVE
MORE RELIABLE RESULTS THAN A;-STRATIEIED'AMPLING- PROCEDURE
W -ITH THE 'SAME- SAMPLE SIZE.

0

Question #110 10.0 Points
A manufacturer wishes to determine the average weight of a. certain type
of product in- order to -design the, proper package, w4at size 4.sa,mple-
required so that the risk of exceeding an error of .20 pounds or more
.010? Assume that sigma is 1.10 pounds.

Quest ion a 11 , 10.0. Points
EACH 4TH GRADER IR A SACRAMENTO ELEMENTARY SCHOOL WAS ASKED
THE AGE OF hIS FATHER. THE RE,SPONSES ARE CLASSIFIED IN THE
FOLLOWING HISTOGRAM.

FREQUENCY_

25° , 30 35

! !

!

-

AGE
45 5

THE MEAN XBAR OF THIS CLASSIFIED DATA IS:
A) 35 B) 36.25 C) .371,5 -D) 37.7 NONE OF THESE.



Acin 10.0 Points. z
TRUE OR FALSE.. IT FALSE EXPLAIN .441

Lt the results of an investigation
orks b etter than another, there is" no
f significance.

show that one de ongestt
levelneed to know the

.



!low to Lie wi
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5.0 Points
IdoSt never

MU = 10.
n = 9

SIGMA (xhar) = 2

= (25 10)

= 7.5

Area beyond (2 = 7.5) = approx. zero

Quest ion 5..10 Points
each -item in the popu

Question. 5.0 Points
NONE ,PROVIDED

ue tion # 4 5.0 Points
(5) mode = 0_

mean = 2
median =.1

Question
a. 14

b. 5
6

d. ,6

46
5 10.0 Points

Question # 10,.0 Points
Answer - Ford; the mode

value.

- an equal chance o_ tein9 chosen.

Question U :10 0 Points
N = ( ALPHA/2) * SIGMA/4 *2;

= 1-(1.96) 500/100 1**2
96

Question 4 43 10.0 Poin
a. XBAR = .40/5 = 8

S (X) **2 = [ ) **2 (0 2 ( *44 21/4
= 10/4,.
= 2.5
7 XBAR /- URA = . 10) *S (XBAR)

= 8 +/- (2.13 * .707)
= 8 /- 1,51

most frequently occurring

e = tale e error



6.49 < MU <

AQuest ion. 9- Q- 0 Pain
ONE PROVIDED

Question lk 10 10 Poi_
Using Z (XBAR mU) /,

we get n = ((Zr (sigma)
n = .((2.576) (1.1
n = 200.73

Therefore;

Question # 11

(XBAB -
/02) **2

*2

sample size of 201 is required.

.10.0 Points

Question # 12 10.0. Points
False, any comparison' of differences between :two =treatments

will be significant at-some specified level. The real issue
is how significant are the results. A statement-such as "using
a confidence level of 95%, Brand A was found to be signif_-
cantiy better than Brand 6 at providing relief" clearly in icates
the significance of the result and implies that such a re tilt could

occur only one time in 20 if the two brands were really e uivalent. Tli
atement "using a confidence level of 50%, Brand A was found to-be
-qnificantly better than Brand B at providing relief" is not nearly as

persuasive. It indicates much less confidence in the conclusion in they

sense that if Brands A and B were equivalent; differences such as
that obServed would occur 10 times in 20, or 50% of the time.

This is a Cross-reference between the question numbers on this exam
and the question numbers in the File

1- 54 2-
6- 62 7-

11- 18 12-

7 16 17- 5- 19

35 46 10 10- 34
51



-110w to Lie with
Spring,
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'which

1 5.0 Points
a'n Investigator wishes to decrease the size of his camp
of the following can he do?

a.). increase the tolerable error
b.) decrease the population variance'

decrease the tolerable error

Question * . 2 5.0 Points
TRUE OR FALSE? IF FALSE, CORRECT IT.

No matter kblw convincing it may 'seem one ,cannot saly rely on da
unless you know how it was gathered.

Question 3 5.9 Points_
For a certain normally distributed popu ation, he value o the standard
deviation is known, but the value of th mean i s 'unknown. That will
bp the effects of changes in sample si e, and in the confideAce
coefficient on the length of the confidence interval estimate of the
population mean?

a. -Increaking sample size increases the
coefficient.
Increasing the confidence coefficient decreases the length
given a fixed sample size.
Increasing sample size decreases the length, given a fixed
coefficient.
None of the above

length, given a- fixed

Question # -5.0 Points
-Fin si-the mode ,for -,the following data set:

Fotd, Chevy, Dodge, ForA, Datsun, Datsun, Ford, Chevy, Dodge.

Question 4 5 10.0 points
Consider this class as a sample' from a population taking this exam.
"half of the grades for this class will be below average."

a. What estimator is referred to i'n the above statement?
4. If we .assume that grades ..will have a: symieiric distibution4.

what additional estimators might be used the same purpose?
c. Whr is the mean often not used. to inA'cate-averageincome?



ua ion # 6 10.0 Points
'A caller on a radio talk show e
his neighborhood and finding:
66. 2/3% favor candidate A.
33 1/3% favor candidatb B.
33 1/3% more voters favor candidate A, o he i expect
carryLthe neighbOThooda.
Do you accept this conclusion? y?

surveyed- voters in

Qua tion #4 7- ,10.0 Points-
Define the following term and gi -e an example Of its use.
Your example should not _be one gi.venn in class or in a handout.

Standard of a mean

Que ioa N U 10.0 Points
Define the term "stratified sample" __and explain

why it would be useful in. following Situation. A
company is composed of many small plants located through-'4
out the United States. A Vice President of the company
wants to determine the opinions -of the employees on
the vacation policy.



Question :10 9 10,G Points
HEA014NE: MPG for Gas Gyi __er-s yroc- ove

,..'. MPG. for Econ Scooter!.
..;; ..

Data:. in Rile Pe gallon

196
1968
1972
1976

Gas
Gnzzler

4

100!
Percent
;ncrease
Over 35!
Prior
Time
Period 50!

Econ
Scooter

1968

-E

1 9761972

(To complete the-graph connect the three G points with
straight 'lines to ela e the performance of Gas Guzzler.
Similarly, connect the three E points to show the trend
for Econ iooter.)

11 though the above graph is correct, explain
how it has led to the mislecding headline.

Question * 10 10.0 Points.
IDENTIFVTHE ERRORS IN THE GRAPA

t

Qu4stion # 11 10,0 Points
In statistics we speak of en of .a r ndom. sample. What is a
random sample and why, is randomization so important in.
statistics?



Question. I 12 10', 0 Points
A teacher is conducting .two'sectit ns, of e same
teacher, exTeriences the two sec ions it is his/he
t he students in section; one are not dOinq as 4e1,1
in section two. As a preliminary test ol whether
approach the two :sections differently the teacher administers a
quiz with 20 questions on i t_ tdr both sections on the same, day.
Her A-eV the scores. for 'both sections.

arse. .As the
be ief tha t
s the 'students
e/ hey should

Section'
Section 2:

hould'' the
the same?

20, 19, 18, 18,1.17, 1-6,

19, 19, 19, 17, 16, 16,

teacher, .cousid-er.
Why?



ion # 5.0 PointS
.

a.) increasAhe .

tolerable error
_Increasing tVeA`amount of error which will be

.

_rated altws-o-lor less precision in the results, there
uiring a smaller sample,size. Decreasing the tolerable ror

wail ye the opposite effect; and obviously Xhe investiga or
hiW control over the variance in the'pgu, lation.

Hew to.
Spring,

'Exam -

Question 4 3 5.0 Points
Increasing sample _size decreases
coefficientd

the.mode.. is rhe-Mest quentlY occurring

stion 4 5' 10.0 Point
a. The mean if you uses the ,term "average" 1 oSely; more Toperly,

it is the median, since by definition it separates a group of
- scores into two equal -sized gnoups Of values.

The mode and mean.

%
The -mean not- often used to indica te -the average incoMe' bcaUse,
the distribution of incomes like many other variables, tend
to be skewed to the right." This results from the fact -that most
people have ,low orMiddle incomes. while a .small percentage have
very high incomes; .Therefore, more people will be closer to
the minimum than the ma ximum. The mean is highly influenced by
this sMalti number of extremely -large values, hence, the median,
income Is cormon1T;reported..

w
Question 6 10.0 Point No, I don't acce because I hav o idea what size sample

wa,s used, and,
was j.

migh die. suspicious .enough that'=to think tha-it

ion-11 7 10.0 Points
finition: A measure of va kation -among -values for sample .AeanS

_particular sample size. The usual methdd . used to calatilate
a standard error of a mean for sample .size n ids to obtain
a variance for individual sample elements (S**2) , convert
it to a variance of a mean for the:desired sample' size
(Divide, S**2 by n) ,and take the- square root of that _Naeyiance

. Notice that the same value fors S**2 can `be used to calcul4te



an tor sever

'Suppase that a randbm .;ample of size 10 - has provided a
varkance of 25 with 9 it. shat variance
the basis for. calcula ting

: Standard error of a mean for
'4 2.5
Standard. error of
16 =- 1.25

Standard error
25 = 1.00

of 25 provides :

XBA4) SIGMA (Y6A

ion 4 -8 oin s
Answer A stratified sample one which has been

.btained by a, procedure in Which the frame divided into
non overlapping' categories. [stroataY._ .Sampling units ate
then .selected at r andonr frob each stratu-m thus assuring
that all strata 'a re represented" in the sample.

For the given- P_roblem, 1 would, suggest, a type of
stratified sampling procedute. SpeCifically, I would
recommend t hat each plaA be, considered a stratum and a
radoci §-ample olltained within each stratum to insure - ha
all plarits are, represented in the sample.. I would
further suggest that the 'sample from each stratnm ropresent
the proportional size of that stratum. For example,
if plant A employs 25% of the total company's employees,
then the sample from plane. A should represent 25% of ,the

,
otal sample Obtained'.

Uestion 9 10.Q Point
Answer - The hedline is misleading 4.11 the sense

that it implies mpg is being' compared for.. the two vehicleS.
Only uppn,in4ection ofi'the data can one see thAt-EcOn
cebiers have =a substantially higher mpg, while-their

'-7of ihcreasing..mpq-has not been s great. he graph
accurately'. indicates, the rate increase in mpg, but the
headline is.comparing actual° pg, which is quitedifferent.OK

Ques 10 10.0. Porn
-:L,T,Wours DE AXIS

(E p 2c V E137:1,cik.
N. TITLE ,:_

POOR

Question # 11 10.0 Points
'A random-sample occurs when every observation in the population
has a known (usually equal) -chance of becoming part of the
saMple. 'Randomization is important because the probabilities of
samplesszeletted in a.Ta41pcm Manner'are known, -thus enabling-one to
'make:.valid .infetenceS dboutthe populati:on from which the sample

drawn..



Ind on'2t,

sum (X(i))

S (X) =

xr3Ap 16..8

1778

S (1) 4,0440

AssuM -.h_Piogeneity of variance and sin-ce
size-. ere is no 'need to -pool.- We get:

S (X E3* - -.YBA11)

Using

S (X) 2/n S (Y)
4.1773/10 4.0444/ 0
.822

o -tail t- test
H mu (X) 7- wu (Y) = 0
El 1) ; mu (X) '-a`Cu (1) =./F 0

t (16.8 - 2 )

t (crr tica
--,-

Therefore 'continue 8 (0),(,0 :consider, the sections ,t0.7be:::ab-clut:
ihe.:_sdme. ,----.:-2- E-__,:..:,,,',( . .

-s is. a 'Cro eference between the question number on this exa-m..-.
- ,.-,,.--_,.:and tlie ,gues iron

,
numbers in the File

1- 57 2-
6- 24 30

11-` 11 12- 42'

143

60
63 13


